Auto Locking Glider

Where Comfort is Essential

Model 100-20 AL  32” Back

Model 100-15 AL  26” Back

STANDARD FEATURES

• Auto Locking mechanism
• Caregiver Lock
• Soft abrasion resistant vinyl covered seat and back pad and side panels (neckrest cushion standard on tall back Glider only)
• Lumbar Support
• Rear transport wheels
• Level height adjustable arms to accommodate trays (wooden arms optional)
• Variety of padding colours available

A Superior Glider Chair

Smooth gliding action produces a calming effect in individuals who are agitated or disoriented. Reduces the need for wandering

Broda's Comfort Tension Seating™ reduces pressure allowing for long term comfort

Auto Locking feature allows for ease and safety when getting in and out of chair

Encourages mild exercise of the lower limbs

Caregiver lock prevents unwanted gliding

Glider Dimensions: 20” Seat Width, 17” Seat Depth, 18” Seat Height

Also available:

Model 100-10 AL (Adult Small Glider) with 18” Seat Width, 17” Seat Depth, 16” Seat Height, 26” Back Length

Excellent for Alzheimer’s residents

Chair begins to glide once user sits down

Chair stops gliding once user begins to stand
**Multi-Positioning**

**785 Elite Tilt Recliner**
- Infinitely adjustable 38° tilt and 90° full recline. Semi recline (45°) available
- Height adjustable, removable arms.
- Choice of fixed or tilting arms
- Articulating and independently elevating, length adjustable legrest
- Full padding
- Removable, split flip down footrest
- Removable upper lateral supports
- Multi directional, locking casters
- 85V Tilt Chair available

**Midline Tilt Recliner**
- Infinitely adjustable 38° tilt and 90° full recline
- Height adjustable arms
- Elevating, length adjustable legrest
- Full padding
- Removable flip down footrest
- Removable wings
- Multi directional locking casters

**Pedal Chair**
- Infinitely adjustable 18° tilt
- Adjustable seat height 12.5” – 17.5”
- Front pivot tilt allows for proper foot on floor position for propulsion
- Height adjustable arms
- Front swivel casters, rear fixed casters for easy maneuverability
- Shown with optional mag wheels and full padding

**Pedal Rocker**
- Offers gentle rocking and mobility in one chair
- Infinitely adjustable 18° tilt
- Up to 33° tilt when tilt is combined with rocking function
- Adjustable seat height 14” – 19”
- Front pivot tilt allows for proper foot on floor position for propulsion
- Helps to reduce agitation and wandering
- Front swivel casters, rear fixed casters for easy maneuverability
- Shown with optional full padding

**30VT Basic Tilt Recliner**
- Infinitely adjustable 25° tilt and 45° recline
- Height adjustable armrests
- Elevating, length adjustable legrest
- Removable flip down footrest
- Removable upper lateral supports
- Multi directional locking casters
- 80V Tilt Chair available

**587 Tilt Wheelchair**
- Infinitely adjustable 45° tilt
- Adjustable seat height 14” – 19”
- Front pivot tilt allows for proper foot on floor position for propulsion
- Height adjustable, flip back removable arms
- Optional seat pan accommodates various cushions
- Optional multi-axial headrest

**ACUTE CARE CHAIR**
- Infinitely adjustable 27° tilt and 90° full recline
- Full padding including wrap around vinyl seat and back pad for easy cleaning - Good for infection control
- Height adjustable, removable arms
- Upper lateral supports
- Articulating and independently elevating, length adjustable legrest
- Flip down footrest
- Multi directional locking casters

**Midline Tilt Recliner**
- Infinitely adjustable 38° tilt and 90° full recline
- Height adjustable arms
- Elevating, length adjustable legrest
- Full padding
- Removable flip down footrest
- Removable upper lateral supports
- Multi directional locking casters
- 85V Tilt Chair available

**CS 385 Commode Shower**
- Infinitely adjustable 12° posterior tilt, 10° anterior tilt, 67° recline
- 22” seat width
- Swing away, removable arms
- Elevating length adjustable legrest
- Removable, flip down footrest
- Stainless steel frame, fasteners and casters
- Removable commode seat and pan
- Rolls over most toilets

**Bari 385 Bariatric Commode Shower/Transport**
- 800 lb weight capacity
- 27” seat width adjustable to 33” seat width
- Infinitely adjustable 14° posterior tilt, 8° anterior tilt, 65° recline
- Removable arms
- Elevating, length adjustable legrest
- Removable commode seat and pan
- Curved back to accommodate gluteal shelf

**Commode/Shower**

**Excellent for your most difficult to seat residents**

**Excellent for general resident seating (full padding upgrade shown)**

**Encourages independence**

**Multi-positioning on a budget**

**Good for multiple users and hospital environments**

**Excellent for Alzheimer’s**

**Excellent for fall prevention**

**Superior comfort and safety**

**Available with transport seat**